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Abstract—The current project improves the Virtual Machine
Manager (virt-manager) tool to make it usable in a cloud
environment. One of the issues with the original application
was that a normal user could not control his own machines
without administrative access. It is possible to allow one user
to use virt-manager by adding him to kvm and libvirt groups
and configuring polkit accordingly, but this option allowed full
controll for all running virtual machine. The current paper
presents changes performed on virt-manager’s code to allow one
user to control only his own VMs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Kernel-based Virtual Machine is the default virtualization
technology starting with version 6 of Red Hat Enterprise
Linux. Supported by Red Hat, a proeminent north-american
vendor, it was released in february 2007, along with the 2.6.20
Linux Kernel version. Although it is not a completely stable
tehnology, KVM is the virtualization core of many cloud
solutions, providing many of the required functionalities. The
main reason is that KVM is an open source project, hence it is
free to integrate it in any other software environment. However,
the fact that it is free doesn’t mean that performance is an issue,
since recent tests show that it is at least as good as the more
experienced XEN supported by Oracle [1]. The open source
Open Stack uses KVM for running virtual machines, as well
as the Red Hat Virtualization Enterprise and some products
from IBM and HP do.

One of the main problem when discussing about KVM
is the user interface. There are few command line tools that
can perform all the required tasks, but they lack a friendly
interface with the user. In fact, many of them have so many
switches that even the most experienced administrators have to
read the man page quite often. The solution proposed by Red
Hat was to use a specialized daemon for VM administration,
hence resulting the libvirtd which works using the libvirt API.
Some administrative tools were developed starting from this
API, virt-manager being one of the most used, as it provides
a simple but effective graphical user interface.
The most important functionalities provided by virt-manager
are listed below:
- control VMs running on the local as well as on remote hosts
- add/remove virtual machines
- start/stop virtual machines
- VM resource monitoring
- console access to VM’s display

Virt-manager requires X11 Window System, as it is
a graphical tool. However, it is possible to install only a
minimal set of X11-related libraries on a remote server, if it
is tunneled through a Secure Shell connection. It also requires

a connection to a libvirt daemon, either a local or remote. As
mentioned, it is possible to use TCP/IP networking to connect
to another host and control VMs running on that machine.

In fact, this tool is simply integrating some features pro-
vided by libvirt and kvm in a graphical user interface. The
application connects to a daemon (default to the daemon
running on the localhost) and performs administratice tasks
using the libvirt api. Using special functions, the application
retrieves a list of available running machines running on the
host. This list is diplayed in a main panel, with controls for
each VM displayed in a toolbar located on the top of the frame.
It is possible to add more connections to hypervisors (even
remote hypervisors) and control more virtual machines. There
are some context menus available when right-click-ing on the
hypervisor link or on vm’s list entry.

One of the main functionalities of the application is the
access to the virtual machine’s console. Each console repre-
sents a socket started in listening state. The protocol used for
delivering the content of the desktop is VNC. Hence, Virtual
Machine Manager includes a VNC client.

From the cloud perspective, KVM can just stay in
background, running the virtual machines required for other
services, but it can also provide Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). To provide quality IaaS, it is recommended to use
KVM along with Clustering and High-Availability solutions
designed by Red Hat. Note that each running virtual machine
actually represents a process. Hence it is possible to submit
processes as jobs in cluster networks, to distribute the work
on more physical machines. This is a major step towards a
real cloud infrastructure. Just add self-* functionalities and
you have a fully functional cloud. There are few solutions
performing these additional processings mentioned in this
paper.

The current project presents how virt-manager can be
modified in order to allow specific users to control their
own virtual machines, which can be components of a virtual
infrastructure, for example. One client should just be able to
access his system account from a front-end machine and than
just call virt-manager to access his own virtual machines. As
already mentioned, it is not necessary to install the full X
Window System on physical nodes, as the graphical output
can be tunneled through a SSH connection and than displayed
on client’s desktop. The main issue with the original version
of virt-manager is that in can provide either full access to all
vm or no access at all. There is a possibility to implement
privilege escalation for a graphical application through polkit
policies, but that cannot control access to individual virtual



machines. The solution proposed is based on the access list
model. Each user can be allowed access to specific VMs by
modifying the code of Virtual Machine Manager. More details
are provided in the ”Architecture” chapter.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the tools for KVM administration are limited.
Most of the command line tools have too many switches
and options, while some other graphic tools lack important
functionalities. Karesansui and WebVirtMgr are two web-
based applications that provide the same type of access as
virt-manager does. However, both of them miss the possibility
to control per user access to virtual machines. Note that tools
like Eucalyptus or Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization provide
those functionalities, but only for paid licenses.

Fig. 1. Karesensui web interface

However, virt-manager has some different purposes
than web-based application do. It is focused on access from
command line and via SSH, providing access to VNC consoles
(it is possible to push VNC to web applications using Java
applets, for example, but there are some limitations). The
Virtual Machine Manager has another advantage, as it does
not require the presence of a HTTP server and it is available
in the default repositories of major Linux distributions like
RHEL, CentOS, Ubuntu, Debian, etc. This means that the
installation process is also simple.

A simple web search shows that there no free tools de-
signed for KVM to provide the new features described in this
paper, even if there are many requests for user-based security.
This adds value to the current project, as I must mention that
I also needed to assign some sets of VMs to specific users for
administration at my job and the only way to accomplish this
was the development of this project.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The solution proposed by this paper requires few
modifications in the original sources of the virt-manager.
As the Virtual Machine Manager represents a collection of
python scripts, sources are already available when the package
is installed. The files are included in /usr/share/virt-manager/,
at least for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.3 and Ubuntu 12.04
Precise Pangolin.

Another important component is the polkit privilege
escalation suite. One special policy must be configured to
allow users members of libvirt group to manage KVM virtual
machines. Polkit was specially designed for GUI applications
and is used in background by Synaptic Package Manager, for
example. Details regarding the configuration of polkit will be
presented in following paragraphs.

The main idea behind the current solution is to add
checks in the code of virt-manager and disable functionalities
for non-root users. Using the same hooks the application
should filter also the virtual machines displayed depending
on the user calling the script. According to the requirements
presented in the previous document, a normal user should
be able to control his own VMs. However, it should not be
allowed to add virtual machines to the system.

There are three important functional blocks: the main
Virtual Machine Manager software (with specific code
changes), an authorization module that should authorize
actions and the polkit policy module, for privilege escalation.
The block diagram is presented below:

Fig. 2. Functional Blocks

Let’s describe each module in detail. First of all, we should
present the polkit configuration. A new policy was defined
as in /etc/polkit-1/localauthority/50-local.d/50-libvirt-remote-
access.pkla file, allowing users of the libvirt unix-group to
manage virtual machines using libvirtd. To provide a more
simple user interface for the client, it is instructed to escalate
privileges without asking for a password. The content of the



file is presented below:

[libvirt Management Access]
Identity=unix-group:libvirt
Action=org.libvirt.unix.manage
ResultAny=yes
ResultInactive=yes
ResultActive=yes

The configuration of polkit allows all user in libvirt group
to do the org.libvirt.unix.manage action [2]. However, in order
to perform operations on /dev/kvm file (the special device for
sending commands to KVM), each user must also be member
of the KVM group. Note that polkit provides now full access
to virt-manager for all users in libvirt group to all virtual
machines available on the system. This could be a serious
vulnerability, as any user that accesses the Virtual Machine
Manager might send ACPI commands (shutdown, reboot, force
off) to any VM. Hence it is not necessary to effectively know
any credentials in order to perform a massive denial of service.
The solution for this problem is provided by the authorization
module.

The Access List based authorization module is deciding if
some user can perform a specific action or not and it is also
responsible for filtering the VMs that a user can view in the
main panel of the application. Using an access list file that
associates user ids (UID) with specific UUIDs(identificators
for virtual machines managed by libvirt), this module decides
whether one user can control a VM. If the UUID of the VM
is listed in the ACL file and associated with the UID of the
user invoking the VM, than it will be displayed. Otherwise,
the client won’t be able to see the VM listed in the main
panel, hence it will be unable to send ACPI commands, view
VNC console or delete it. An example of an ACL file is
provided below:

501:<UUID1>,<UUID2>
503:<UUID2>,<UUID3>

The VM creation/deletion policy can be described in few
words: only root user (or users with administrative access) can
create and delete VMs, but one specific VM can be deleted by
users that have access to it. This is considered acceptable, as
any user that has the VM’s UUID paired with his UID in the
ACL file is consider an administrator for that VM instance.

With policies defined and the environment is prepared, only
the Virtual Machine Manager’s code is left to be modified.
A simple analyze of the scripts supplied in the package
shows that the main technology behind the application is
python, while GLADE is used for the User Interface. For VM
management the tools uses the libvirt API and libvirtd service.

One of the most important change was performed in the
VM listing code (where VMs are fetched from libvirtd), as
only the virtual machines owned by one users are passed
forward to the user interface. This part of code can be found
in the /usr/share/virt-manager/virtManager/connection.py file.
There is a new function:

def allowedVM(self,userid,uuid):

This function checks if a user represented by his userid
has access rights on a VM identified by the specified
UUID. The checks are performed using the ACL file defined
(/etc/libvirt/acl) and uses the configparser module:

ACL_FILE = ’/etc/libvirt/acl’
cp = configparser.ConfigParser()
cp.read([ACL_FILE])

The update vms(self) function was modified to add the
new filtering layer in the main application.

Another change represents the deactivation of
VM creation-related functions in /usr/share/virt-
manager/virtManager/manager.py. This issue was solved
by deactivating the VM creation button from the north panel
of GUI, as well as by removing the functionality from
”Create VM” menu entries (main menu and context menu).
Of course the restrictions described above are performed
only for non-root users. The check can be easily done using
python’s core os module.

In the previously mentioned file the init toolbar(self)
function was modified to disable the ”Create vm” button for
non-root users. The check is simply performed using the os
module, as presented below:

if os.getuid() == 0:
self.widget("vm-new").set_icon_name("vm_new")

However, this is not enough to disable VM creation for
non-administrative users. As the application is somehow
event-driven, I completely disabled the ”action-show-create”
event as described in the new code for new vm function:

if os.getuid() == 0:
self.emit("action-show-create",

self.current_conn_uri())

Note that all those source code modifications can be
simply done in Virtual Manager’s source code deployed
on the running host. There is no need for a re-compilation
(normal for scripting technologies), as related modules (.pyc)
will be automatically recompiled at first call of the application.
However, I consider a nice option the re-packaging of virt-
manager to a file supported by the package manager of the
installed distribution (.rpm for RHEL, .deb for Debian/Ubuntu,
etc.). This simplifies even more install/uninstall procedures.

Let’s review some of the technologies used during the
development process. First of all, the scripts are written
for the python interpretor and the teste were performed on
versions 2.6 and 2.7. Moreover, it is known fact that python
applications are portable, as along as the required interpretor
and packages match (version match is sometimes required).



Fig. 3. Create VM disabled

The virtualization technology used is KVM, already
described. The administration interface is provided by libvirt,
through the libvirt daemon. The daemon can be controlled
using the python api for libvirt. Required modules are
included in python-libvirt package.

An important component for the current project is the
polkit privilege escalation suite. This provides allows users
respecting some pre-defined criteria to perform specific
actions. In our example, polkit allows users of libvirt POSIX
group to perform management actions on the virtual machines
handled by libvirtd.

This concludes the chapter describing the architecture of
the solution and the integration between the technologies used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The testing methodology was pretty simple, as the re-
sources available were quite limited. I used an HP ProLiant
G7 server for running virtual machines. The notable hardware
resources were the CPU (two six-core Xeons) and memory
(24 GB or RAM). The system was powered by Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6.3 Final, with valid subscription for Red
Hat Network. With this setup I downloaded the 0.9.0 version of
Virtual Machine Manager from the RHN Repository and then
performed source code changes on the local physical machine.
After that, several tests were performed with root account and
normal user accounts.

The first result was that running virt-manager as root allows
the administrator to perform same tasks as the original version
of the tool. Hence functionalities for root were not restricted.
This validates S003 presented in the requirments doc[3].

Another test related to system policies and polkit was
calling virt-manager as a normal user, non member of kvm
and libvirt group. This start the application but does not display

any resources, nor it allows any creation/deletion of VMs. This
is the expected behaviour and shows that privilege escalation
works fine:

Fig. 4. Running as root

Running the Virtual Machine Manager as a user member
of both kvm and libvirt group (note that sudo is not required)
displays the virtual machines associated with the current
user/client in the ACL file (defined for /etc/libvirt/acl). The
following print screen is relevant:

Fig. 5. Running as normal user

Note that the ”Create VM” button is disabled in the user
interface:

The previous figures validate use cases S001 and S002 from
the requirment doc.

Is is not possible to create a virtual machine as a normal



Fig. 6. Create VM disabled

user, as the main menu and the context menu for the libvirt
conection have disabled this functionality. However, the root,
or any user running the Virtual Machine Manager as root can
have full access to all virtual machines, with posibility to
delete or create new ones. This is considered correct behaviour.

Right now there is only a simple tool for manipulating
the ACL file used by the authorization module, as a future
support for a MySQL database is designed. You can simply
inspect the ACL file by performing cat on /etc/libvirt/acl file,
which is only readable/writable by root.

root@srv6:/etc/libvirt# ll acl
-rw------- 88 root root 0 Dec 16 20:55 acl

A recommended structure for the database that stores the
associations between the virtual machines and user is the one
described below:

Table: virtualmachine
vmid:string - PK
description:string

Table: uservm
vmid:string
uid:int
PK(vmid,uid)

The first table defines and describes the virtual machines
running on the system. The vmid string is equivalent to the
UUID from libvirt. The second table represents the association
between one user and a vm. Each user is identified by his own
uid. This is why I recommend using the solution presented in
this paper in an environment with ldap authentication.

Let’s mention few ideas about the non-functional specifi-
cations accomplished. First of all, the virt-manager is still a
fully functional command line application and the GUI can be
forwarded over a SSH tunnel. The changes did not impact
the original functionalities and the tools is still compatible
with python 2.6 and python 2.7, as tested separately on an
Ubuntu 12.04 Precise Pangolin machine. Thus the usability is

not affected and the compatibility is equivalent to the one of
the original version of the Virtual Machine Manager.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes how Virtual Machine Manager can
be modified to add user-based security to KVM management.
As the original tool can only provide either full access to all
VMs, or no access at all, the challenge was to add an additional
filtering layer that can create a customized interface and restrict
access for a normal user.

As presented in the previous chapters, the proposed solu-
tion filters the VMs available in the main application panel
for a user using an access list file. It also restricts some
functionalities like VM creation for non-root user, to prevent
extensive and unathorized use of resources. This is critical for
a cloud, where a client must pay for processing power and
accounting must be fine grained.

Even if tests were not performed on a real cloud infras-
tructure, the virt-manager is a suitable tool to use when users
can have shell access to a front end machine. Thanks to the
possibility to connect to libvirtd daemons running on remote
systems, the virt-manager can be integrated pretty well in a
physical infrastructure that offers IaaS. It is recommended to
use ldap authentication, as UIDs should be consistent on all
machines that require authorization based on the ACL file
described.

Plans for the future involve adding a MySQL back-end
for storing rights on virtual machines and better integration
with specific cluster and grid engines to allow access to
remote libvirtd daemons. The functionality for controlling
VMs running on a different host is already implemented in
the Virtual Machine Manager, therefore only database support
for retrieving necessary information should be added.

Today KVM is a growing technology. As one test per-
formed [4] on a group of companies using Red Hat’s services
showed, 37% of them were running KVM in production,
with another 29% using it for lab-only purposes. 34% of the
companies questioned said that are not interested of KVM,
perhaps because their policy has already standardized another
virtualization technology like VMWare. Next graph shows the
results of the survey:

Fig. 7. KVM interest

Finally, I believe that even if most of the administrative
tools used today for KVM are web-based, a modified version
of virt-manager is a great solution for private clouds, where
users share physical machines and credentials are usually



stored in a LDAP. For this situations, the solution presented is
a great start point.
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